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The Heritage Guide To Constitution
On August 9, we once again observe the International Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples. There are many threats to the rich cultures of our indigenous populations. Included in these overlooked ...
Indigenizing the Intellectual Property System
In recent testimony before the U.S. House Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism and Homeland Security, Heritage Foundation research fellow Kara Frederick warned lawmakers that facial recognition technology ...
Heritage Expert Testifies to Congress on Facial Recognition Technology
The federal government continues to offer garbled COVID-19 messages that undermine its credibility and sow confusion about the pandemic.
Why States Should Tune Out Washington’s COVID-19 Noise
The Draft Constitution Eighteenth Amendment Bill is so damaging that it must simply be abandoned. The sanctity of property rights should instead be strongly reaffirmed, while the government should ...
The ultimate license to loot
As the first panel of witnesses at the Nov. 25 Senate Majority Policy Committee hearing in Gettysburg was about to testify, state Sen. Doug Mastriano, R-Franklin County, leaned over to ...
An annotated guide to the distortions, half-truths and outright lies about the 2020 election in Pennsylvania
History Lessons Never Taught - 1619 was the year the first enslaved Africans were brought to the Virginia colony. The Project ...
1619 History Lessons Never Taught
"The ANC has claimed that the Bill will help ‘return’ land to ‘the people'. [But] land expropriated will be controlled by govt, not individual black SA's." ...
“If ANC has any regard for SA and its people, it should withdraw all NDR policies” – Anthea Jeffery
Former Minister for Justice Charlie Flanagan has raised concern over recommendations in a draft report on electoral reform saying they would be a “nightmare” to enforce. He was responding to an Irish ...
Proposals to regulate political debate would be ‘nightmare’ to enforce, says Flanagan
On the basis of my own close association with the environment issues, I take the liberty of suggesting a few policy shifts that can enhance the credibility of MEFCC as an institution committed to ...
Some suggestions to enhance the credibility of Environment Impact Assessment
The recent release of a book in Guwahati has again brought the Citizenship Amendment Act and National Register of Citizens issues into sharp focus.
Renewing Debate
National Lighthouse Day is Saturday, August 7, 2021. Read about U.S. lighthouses and their importance to maritime shipping.
FreightWaves Classics: Nation’s lighthouses “protect our coasts and guide our sailors”
KEY TAKEAWAYS There have been increasing animal cruelty cases in India, and the recent examples are the killing of monkeys in Karnataka. The brutal killing of a dog named Bruno in Kerala shook the ...
Animal Welfare In India
The Daily Signal’s audience appears flabbergasted that the Supreme Court refused to hear the case of a florist in Washington state who declined to do floral arrangements for a same-sex wedding. Here’s ...
We Hear You: Supreme Court Abandons Christian Florist
After hearing from thousands of Utahns in the uproar over critical race theory, the state’s Board of Education has decided to move forward — without any amendments — in implementing the rules that it ...
Utah OKs rules for teaching about racism — and just in time before school year starts
The Upper Housatonic Valley National Heritage Area has received a $495,322 grant from the National Park Service for continued restoration work on the historic Clinton A.M.E. Zion Church.
Clinton Church receives federal grant of nearly $500,000 for restoration efforts
New sheriff in town. Logan Lewkow is leaving one of the top PR agencies to take over as communications director at Lewkow has been working at the ...
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Takeaways from Tallahassee — New sheriff in town
When Denyce Graves visited Marian Anderson in the Connecticut home where the famed singer lived later in life, the two vocalists talked about how Anderson had never sought to “become the face of the ...
Proposed Philadelphia sculpture of Marian Anderson advances
McCarter Theater Center will reopen their doors this Fall with a robust slate of events across music, theater, dance, spoken word, and family programming. Favorite artists will be returning plus ...
McCarter Theater Announces Fall Reopening and Lineup
The International Olympic Committee’s official “playbook” for keeping athletes and officials safe at the Tokyo Summer Games includes a laundry list of do’s and don’ts (heavy on the don’ts) for ...
Eating at the Tokyo Olympics: Athletes give look at strict protocol, food inside Olympic Village dining halls
Neighbors on East Heritage Woods Road say annexation would raise their taxes — but they would see very few benefits.
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